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A number of PTC alums have taken the time to alert us to their current activities. We’re pleased to share their stories here. PTC and CMT alums are invited and encourage to write us with their news.

Kristin Beyczi (03) began the M.A. in Counseling graduate program at Seton Hall University; Wilfredo Alvarez (02) has started the Master’s program in Communication at Florida State University. Colleen Lawhorn is currently a Ph.D. candidate in Neuroscience at the Albert Einstein College of Medicine where she is researching Huntington’s disease. Monica Haley (03) earned a graduate assistantship and has begun the Master’s program at the University of Rhode Island.

Malik Simmonds is Senior Benefits Analyst at MTV Networks (New York City). Julie White Katzen recently moved to Colorado; she is a project manager and information specialist at Lexi-Comp, a firm providing services to healthcare industries. Cheri McKee has been appointed Coordinator for the Self-Instruction Lab at NTID; previously she was Assistant to the Vice President for NTID/RIT.

John Nemeth (02) has accepted a professional position at the U.S. State Department in Washington, D.C. Althea Keough (PTC 98, CIAS 02) is style editor for Baby Talk/Time Inc. Brian Wachter (95) is global measurement coordinator for IBM Corp. in New York City. Chris Conroy (98) is a journalist and Webmaster for The River Reporter in Narrowsburg, NY.

Tonja Moss (91) is associate brand manager for Pabst Brewing Co.. San Antonio, TX. Kathi Willoughby (92) is a production manager for Kael
Direct (Alexandria, VA). Terri Standish-Kuon (88) has been promoted to vice president for communications and administration at the Commission on Independent Colleges and Universities (Albany, NY).